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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMZ</td>
<td>German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHA</td>
<td>Centre for Humanitarian Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHO</td>
<td>European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDF</td>
<td>European Development Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUTF</td>
<td>EU Trust Fund for Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FATA</td>
<td>Federally Administered Tribal Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFO</td>
<td>Federal Foreign Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAAP</td>
<td>Gemeinsamen Analyse und Abgestimmten Planung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IASC</td>
<td>United Nations Inter-Agency Standing Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INGO</td>
<td>International Non-Governmental Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRRD</td>
<td>Linking Relief, Rehabilitation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDICI</td>
<td>Neighbourhood, Development and International Cooperation Instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC</td>
<td>Norwegian Refugee Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWOW</td>
<td>New Way of Working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHA</td>
<td>United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD-DAC</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development – Development Assistance Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDGs</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPRI</td>
<td>Stockholm International Peace Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNMISS</td>
<td>United Nations Mission in the Republic of South Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHS</td>
<td>World Humanitarian Summit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract

Few debates on international cooperation currently generate as much momentum and controversy simultaneously as the discourse around the Humanitarian-Development-Peace Nexus (Triple Nexus). However, the discussion on a better coordination embedded within the framework of a ‘Humanitarian-Development-Peace’ Nexus remains mostly abstract and theoretical. The lack of analysis and debate on the Triple Nexus from a practical perspective, and its peace pillar in particular, are evident. At the same time, aid agencies have to position themselves in the field of the intensively discussed Triple Nexus, which is characterised by substantial incoherence and conflicting views about its concept, terms and practical impact. The Triple Nexus is of substantial relevance to particularly multi-mandated organisations, who are committed to fight root causes of poverty and humanitarian needs while conflicts are - next to climate change - the main driver of humanitarian crises today.

To take a strategic decision on the way forward aid agencies are advised to look into three spaces identified by the CHAvocado model: The organisational internal space, the local civil space, as well as the macro space including actors like national governments, United Nations missions, the military and related coordination fora. Building on this spatial analysis, this research has identified three options for aid organisations on how to engage in the Triple Nexus: a core approach, a proactive approach and a criteria-based local approach as well as their respective pros and cons. All three options will come with substantial implications for an agency’s policies, donor strategies, future programmes, the political role it intends to play and its corporate strategies. For this, multi-mandated organisations are advised to decide in a participatory, yet strategic way on which direction they want to go in one of the most relevant and contested fields of aid agencies’ work today.
1. Introduction

Few debates on international cooperation currently generate as much momentum and controversy simultaneously as the discourse around the Triple Nexus. However, the discussion on better cooperation embedded within the framework of a 'Humanitarian-Development-Peace' Nexus (Triple Nexus) remains mostly abstract and theoretical: the lack of analysis and debate on the Triple Nexus from a practical perspective, and its peace pillar in particular, is evident.

At the same time aid agencies have to position themselves in the field of the much-debated Triple Nexus. While to many of them the peace component was of limited relevance in the past, not taking a position in the crucial debate cannot be an option for aid actors. This is particularly true for multi-mandated organisations committed to fight root causes of poverty and humanitarian emergencies, as these challenges along with most large-scale crises in the modern era are heavily embedded into contexts of fragility, conflict and war. Besides, many multi-mandated organisations are heavily funded by Triple Nexus supporting donors and rely on the latters’ funding.

Most donor governments and UN actors promote a Triple Nexus approach, while the substance of the concept remains quite diverse and diffuse. Also on the civil society side, at least three NGO conceptions of the Triple Nexus can be identified, such as considering it as a) the next buzzword in a resurfacing debate, b) a chance to overcome siloed, ineffective approaches, or c) a dangerous agenda further blurring the lines of neutral and impartial humanitarian action with far more political approaches of development and security actors. These concerns are also closely linked to much-contested understandings of peace and its boundaries with security and stabilisation policies. Local actors’ views in the Global South on the Triple Nexus vary substantially, too.

Given the conflicting views and vague definitions of the concept Triple Nexus, it is even more important for aid actors to understand what the impact of the concept is in practice. At the same time some INGOs have adopted a variety of ways to engage with the peace component of the Triple Nexus in practice, such as a conventional or a more flexible Dual Nexus approach, incorporating regular shocks, adding conflict sensitivity and integrating risk analysis components. Formal Triple Nexus approaches are also pursued, while most include peace elements based on a broad peace definition including social cohesion, education or economic opportunity programmes, and cause debates about their substance versus a re-labelling exercise of pre-existing programmes. Moreover, none of the approaches above has resulted in comprehensive and evidence-based outcomes in terms of the actors’ lessons learnt so far. Aid agencies can neither build on a consensus about the Triple Nexus theoretical concept, nor on practical experiences on a substantial scale while aid actors’ fundraising competition is also increasing pressures to position themselves. This is also confirmed by a CHA survey among aid practitioners: 70% of respondents name the “unclarity what it means in practice” as a key challenge to implement a Triple Nexus approach (see chapter 3).
Against this backdrop, CHA has so far issued an introductory paper on the ‘Triple Nexus in Practice’ (Hövelmann 2020b), while undertaking studies on three very diverse country settings: Pakistan (Hövelmann 2020a), Mali (Steinke 2021) and South Sudan (Quack and Südhoff 2020).

With this paper, the CHA team intends to provide further guidance on the concept’s background and history (chapter 2), to share aid practitioners’ views on the Triple Nexus based on a CHA survey (chapter 3) and to highlight the Triple Nexus’ practical implications, and options for a way forward. The latter are elaborated by sharing a model for analysing the relevant spaces of a Triple Nexus approach in a given setting and by offering three options for multi-mandated organisations how to position strategically in the Triple Nexus arena.

Methods

The following study is based on qualitative and quantitative data. The main data sources and collection methods were:

- Organisations’ internal documents;
- Staff interviews (semi-structured interviews, workshops, informal talks);
- Stakeholders: partner organisations, state and donor representatives, target communities (semi-structured interviews, focus group discussions);
- Organisations’ internal documents;

Secondary data and survey results were supplemented through three in-country studies in Mali, South Sudan and Pakistan. Between September and November 2019, two researchers travelled to each country. Additionally, in 2020, an online survey was conducted to collect Dual and Triple Nexus experiences among aid agencies’ staff based in Germany and beyond.
Debates around better connecting immediate relief with rehabilitation and long-term development activities originated in the 1980s. Since then, the discussion on how to overcome output-oriented aid operations in silos with limited coordination has continued with different semantical frameworks, such as developmental relief, continuum vs. contiguum, early recovery and resilience. In essence, these concepts all have similar objectives but vary in focus as well as regarding their main drivers or initiators. Introduced by the European Parliament in 1996, the term LRRD has since dominated the discourse. It was taken up by other humanitarian actors, including various donors and NGOs. Furthermore, it has become an important goal in the sector, for example through its inclusion into the 23 principles of Good Humanitarian Donorship (2003) and the European Consensus on Humanitarian Aid (2007).

While in the early 1990s the sole focus was improving the transition between humanitarian action and development cooperation, the debate then shifted to a second generation of LRRD approaches, which included linking assistance more closely to political and security objectives as well as discourses around stabilisation and early recovery (Mosel and Levine 2014, 4; Macrae and Harmer 2004). Some donors introduced whole-of-government approaches, which aim at integrating the work of different ministries (for example defence, foreign, economic) in partner countries.

Recurrent and frequent weather-related disasters as well as the long-term impact of conflict in the largest humanitarian crises in recent years highlighted the challenge to deal simultaneously with development objectives and recurring humanitarian emergencies. Lately, new approaches and terms have been added, such as the concept of crisis modifiers (Peters and Pichon 2017). According to this concept, development actors need to integrate possible shocks, crises phases and responses into their long-term plans from the beginning. This can include programmes’ backlashes, change of budgets, flexible conceptual approaches or staff capacities. Cash programming has contributed to an integrated way of humanitarian and development support, linking relief cash support to reconstruction, training, asset creation or employment activities.

2. Context: Triple Nexus in Theory and Practice

To understand the Triple Nexus debate, it is crucial to first look into the previous Dual Nexus debates and analyses on humanitarian-development linkages. This includes the extensive discussion on Linking Relief Rehabilitation and Development (LRRD) (cf. Buchanan-Smith and Maxwell 1994; Mosel and Levine 2014; Otto and Weingärtner 2013; Macrae 2019). Based on the following short overview of LRRD approaches, the state of the emerging Triple Nexus debate will be briefly discussed. Then, experiences and different contexts of the Triple Nexus in practice will be analysed, along with their impact on multi-mandated organisations.

LRRD and Resilience

Debates around better connecting immediate relief with rehabilitation and long-term development activities originated in the 1980s. Since then, the discussion on how to overcome output-oriented aid operations in silos with limited coordination has continued with different semantical frameworks, such as developmental relief, continuum vs. contiguum, early recovery and resilience. In essence, these concepts all have similar objectives but vary in focus as well as regarding their main drivers or initiators. Introduced by the European Parliament in 1996, the term LRRD has since dominated the discourse. It was taken up by other humanitarian actors, including various donors and NGOs. Furthermore, it has become an important goal in the sector, for example through its inclusion into the 23 principles of Good Humanitarian Donorship (2003) and the European Consensus on Humanitarian Aid (2007).
However, none of the multiple concepts have to date enabled a continuous, reliable transition between humanitarian and development work. Several authors have conducted research on reasons as to why this gap continues to persist. Key challenges include bifurcated aid and donor structures, profoundly different modi operandi and different understandings and interpretations of the humanitarian mandate between strongly principled and more pragmatic organisations (cf. Macrae and Harmer 2004; Otto and Weingärtner 2013; Kocks et al. 2018; Steets 2011).

At the same time, pressures to achieve better outcomes by working in a more integrated, efficient and effective way are rising in times of increasing humanitarian needs and lacking resources. With 80% of humanitarian assistance provided in conflict contexts, the need to work on the root causes of today’s crises and related peace issues is obvious (Churruca Muguruza 2015, 20).

**WHS and the Triple Nexus**

In 2016, the World Humanitarian Summit (WHS) provided a moment of reflection for the humanitarian community on how to better address recurrent conflict and protracted crises. To fulfil the agenda of leaving no-one behind, the United Nations Secretary-General’s (UNSG) report called for a *New Way of Working* (NWOW) across sectors (United Nations 2016, 23). It proposed a reform in the UN system and promoted the cooperation between UN institutions and the World Bank to deliver a connected approach. Many humanitarian actors agreed under the scope of the *Grand Bargain* to work across the *Humanitarian-Development-Peace Nexus*. The third element of the Triple Nexus – peace – has been introduced into the discussion by the UNSG, who called for peace to be considered as the “third leg of the triangle”, for the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to ultimately materialise.

While the policy debate around the NWOW and the Triple Nexus has largely been spear-headed by the UN and donors, NGOs find themselves increasingly under pressure to take position in the debate. Currently, NGOs view the Triple Nexus, for example, as the next buzzword in a resurfacing debate, as a chance to overcome siloed approaches in terms of outcomes and funding, or as a dangerous and politicised agenda (see chapter 3 on survey results).

**NGO Approaches**

Overall, three different NGOs’ positions on the policy level of the Triple Nexus can be noticed. One position is to criticise and distance oneself from the Triple Nexus in a principled way due to its incorporation being seen as threatening to dissolve humanitarian action, following its own principles of neutrality and impartiality, in political agendas (Pedersen 2016). A second position criticises specific elements of the Triple Nexus, for instance, when they are ignoring civil society inputs or undermining humanitarian principles (Fanning and Fullwood-Thomas 2019). A third approach includes a pragmatic incorporation and programmatic operationalisation of the Triple Nexus wherever possible (Plan International 2018; Böckler 2019; Save the Children 2018).
Local perceptions of the Triple Nexus also vary. For example, local faith-based organisations in South Sudan appreciate the re-integration of all three elements, whose previous separation they regarded as artificial (de Wolf and Wilkinson 2019; Agensky 2019; Barakat and Milton 2020), and external actors are pushed to engage at a greater scale in the country. At the same time, for example in Mali, local actors are often suspicious of other external parties, which are perceived as being driven by their own political agenda (Steinke 2021).

In fact, several humanitarian organisations have been rather cautious to engage in the Triple Nexus agenda. They are concerned that it might increase the instrumentalisation of humanitarian action and contribute to a further shrinking of humanitarian space, because it might give, for example, state actors a dominant role in organisations’ programmes and policies (DuBois 2020). Surely, this is also due to very different conceptions of peace.

At the same time, the aim of the Triple Nexus to foster peace and to address conflict is a very relevant and legitimate claim, as conflict – next to climate change – is the main driver for today’s large-scale crises, hunger and protection issues.

Against this backdrop, multi-mandated organisations need to position themselves in a highly complex and diffuse debate. Especially to organisations with high shares of public and institutional financial support, this donor-driven debate is of great relevance.

Given the conflicting views and positions on the Triple Nexus on a conceptual level, it becomes even more important for multi-mandated organisations to understand the impacts of this concept in practice.

On the research and analysis side, while outputs are slowly picking up, it needs to be noted that there is a striking lack of thorough analysis regarding the Triple Nexus in practice. Few studies have been published, and existing ones often focus on Dual Nexus approaches, with only a handful touching on the newly-added peace element (cf. Obrecht 2019). Other studies are more thorough, while focussing on single contexts (Tronc, Grace, and Nahikian 2019; Medinilla, Tadese Shiferaw, and Veron 2019; Agensky 2019; Zamore 2019; Mason and Thomas 2020).

On the civil society side, several INGOs have engaged in studies on the Triple Nexus (de Wolf and Wilkinson 2019; Norman and Mikhail 2019; Mason and Thomas 2020). This has resulted in publications like an Oxfam discussion paper, characterising the Triple Nexus as a profoundly new approach with great opportunities and challenges, while providing limited insights into its practice (Fanning and Fullwood-Thomas 2019). Other NGOs, like the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC), have looked into specific topics, such as the relevance of donor policies, calling for flexible, multi-annual humanitarian funding (Poole and Culbert 2019). A recent VOICE study has taken a similar approach with a focus on European Union (EU) policies (Thomas 2019).

Donor policies are indeed a decisive factor in the Triple Nexus practice, identified by all kinds of actors as a key obstacle even for implementing a
substantial Dual Nexus approach, while research on latest policies is slowly emerging (Swithern 2019; Thomas 2019; Friesen, Veron, and Mazzara 2020).

Hence, a key question for aid actors is whether Triple Nexus approaches have so far had any impact on donor policies in terms of either requested reforms (flexibility and predictability of funding, multi-year grants, etc.) or of problematic reforms, potentially blurring the lines between for example needs-based humanitarian approaches and specific political agendas of donor countries juxtaposed to the humanitarian imperative.

In sum, so far there is on the one hand little tangible policy output from donor governments as to what strategies they pursue with regard to the Triple Nexus and on the other hand there is an identified lack in practical steps for coordinated, flexible and predictable funding instruments, as NGOs and UN agencies jointly stress.

The Role of Donors and Policy Actors – Spotlight: Germany

Regarding Germany as a donor a lot of attention has been given to the division of financing instruments offered by the German Federal Foreign Office (FFO) and the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), which are divided into stabilisation, humanitarian, transitional and development funding lines. The 2018 Spending Review Report urged both ministries to work together in a more coherent way. At the same time, the same review and Federal Ministry of Finance representatives keep requesting a clearer distinction of budget lines and respective mandates, which remains an obstacle for implementing organisations. Several government representatives describe the latest efforts to follow up on the Spending Review as well as on Triple Nexus objectives as two “conflicting processes”.3

The Triple Nexus is touched upon in several new strategies of the German government, such as the 2017 Guidelines on Preventing Crises, Resolving Conflicts, Building Peace; a 2019 review of the BMZ Transitional Development Assistance Strategy; as well as the new FFO humanitarian strategy, published in 2019. However, despite a general affirmation, neither the new BMZ transitional aid strategy nor the FFO document provide many details on how to operationalise the Triple Nexus. The latter deficit might stand for an ongoing issue regarding the future institutional setup in Nexus contexts. In the negotiations of the WHS process, FFO has been advocating for a strict division of labour between humanitarian and development actors, while supporting linkages and cooperation. However, with the peace component added, FFO embraced the Triple Nexus debate and identifies the latter today as an opportunity to engage development actors in funding efforts at a much earlier stage of protracted crises. Yet, this funding related focus is not the approach of BMZ.

The institutional set-up within the ministries can be challenging as well. For example, the unit for humanitarian policies in FFO is integrated into the division called Crisis Prevention, Stabilisation, Post-Conflict Management and Humanitarian Assistance. This raises concerns about missing firewalls between principled humanitarian action and German stabilisation and security policies. Latest government publications on the Triple Nexus, using the
terms peace, stability and security in a rather interchangeable way, fed into these concerns (Schröder and Schilbach 2019, 18). Within the German NGO community this has reinforced concerns of the past, when former Development Minister Dirk Niebel required civil society actors to engage in a security-development nexus (Vernetzte Sicherheit) in Afghanistan operations as a prerequisite for a BMZ funding line. At the same time, the Federal Ministry of Defence coordinates a forum with other ministries and NGOs (Sektorübergreifendes Fachgespräch) to discuss interlinkages of security, development, humanitarian and political affairs.

With respect to the latest German funding instruments, BMZ and FFO are piloting a so-called Chapeau Approach. Organisations can submit separate projects to BMZ and FFO for funding, with a transitional assistance focus and a humanitarian focus respectively. These are linked by collective outcomes set and monitored through the Chapeau document. NGOs criticise that funding lines and reporting remain separate, and the whole approach is limited to transitional and humanitarian assistance only. Moreover, Germany has started Triple Nexus pilot projects in Somalia for example, while these have made limited progress and ‘are now overridden’ by another follow up instrument, the ‘GAAP’ (Gemeinsame Analyse und Abgestimmte Planung). This is meant to improve joint planning and analysis processes while in the starting phase only. Moreover, said initiatives have a Dual Nexus focus only and government representatives have confirmed that the peace component of the Triple Nexus is still an open issue, and further consultations are needed on how to deal with it in the future.

The Role of Donors and Policy Actors – Spotlight: European Union

The EU has for long been a driver of connecting humanitarian and development work on the policy side, despite its own fragmented institutional and programmatic set-up. In 2017, the EU Council published a recommendation on how to operationalise the Triple Nexus (EU Council 2017). In September 2018, all EU member states recognised the importance of the Humanitarian-Development-Peace Nexus but did not initiate a formal process to formulate a policy or plan for action (Fanning and Fullwood-Thomas 2019, 18).

In its initial discussion, the EU rather focussed on the Dual Nexus, but since 2018 the understanding of the Nexus shifted to include the elements of security and peacebuilding (ibid). To this end, the EU and its humanitarian department European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations (ECHO) have established several funding instruments which clearly demonstrate a closer integration of development and security. For example, the EU Emergency Trust Fund for Africa (EUTF) and the EU’s Integrated Approach are among the newer instruments, which place an increasing emphasis on security, domestic and migration policies. The latter approaches are highly controversial and have initiated heated debates among civil actors whether NGOs should work and fundraise within these frameworks. However, NGOs are lacking a joint approach, often even within a double mandated organisation. Hereby, competitive behaviour can lead to missed opportunities to influence donors and Triple Nexus approaches.
This challenge has reached another level on the EU side in the context of the negotiations about the new *EU Multiannual Financial Framework* until 2027 (Friesen, Veron, and Mazzara 2020). Within the new framework, the *EU Development Fund* (EDF) shall be merged with the *Neighbourhood, Development and International Cooperation Instrument* (NDICI), with a major share of the latter being earmarked for migration management. In parallel, the EU initiated six pilot project countries for implementing the Triple Nexus – Iraq, Chad, Sudan, Nigeria, Myanmar and Uganda – although they were originally chosen to be Dual Nexus pilots (Thomas 2019, 23).

**The UN Collective Outcome Process**

On the UN side, the collective outcome process and the reform process of the UN development system have gathered momentum in the Triple Nexus context. Perceptions of the collective outcome process remain context-specific so far: On the one hand, a more coordinated approach and related discussions of breaking down the silos are often welcomed, also by civil society actors. On the other hand, the degree of inclusiveness of the process varies strongly and is influenced by personal and local approaches, leading at times to fairly participatory procedures, while in other contexts NGOs have raised concerns about being side-lined in UN-dominated procedures defining “collective outcomes” for the whole community (cf. Thomas 2019). Several UN reform initiatives, like the proposal to ensure coherent procedures in the future by for example merging the posts of Humanitarian and Residential Coordinators, raised further concerns of blurring the lines between humanitarian and development mandates. Between UN and civil actors, especially the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) is tasked with putting together operational guidance regarding the collective outcome process. In June 2020, UN-IASC Light Guidance on Collective Outcomes was published, a report “meant to ensure a common understanding of analysis, funding and financial strategies and effective coordination initiatives” with regard to the Humanitarian-Development-Peace Nexus (IASC 2020).

Against the backdrop of these developments on the donor and the UN side, multi-mandated NGOs have adopted a variety of ways of dealing with the peace component of the Nexus in practice. NGOs actively dealing with the Triple Nexus in programme terms have broadly followed a range of the following approaches:

1. A conventional Dual Nexus approach relabelling already existing elements as the “peace component”.

2. A more flexible Dual Nexus approach, incorporating regular shocks, adding conflict sensitivity and risk analysis components.

3. A Triple Nexus Approach, including peace elements based on a broad peace definition (social cohesion, education, economic opportunities).


5. Peacebuilding as the core element of the aid programme.
However, none of the above approaches has led to broad and evidence-based analysis of the involved actors’ experiences on the lessons learnt so far. This is mirrored by limited available analysis and transparency about organisations’ core capacities and capabilities in a Triple Nexus context. Key issues such as systematic conflict analysis, streamlined conflict sensitive approaches, an encompassing risk management that looks beyond staff and asset security or comprehensive peace related programme know-how could rarely be confirmed in the context of in-depth country case studies conducted within the scope of the ‘Triple Nexus in Practice’ CHA project. Similarly, respondents of the CHA survey confirmed this tendency as 54% of them regard their employers’ preparedness to engage in a Triple Nexus as negative (“poorly” or “not well at all”) (see chapter 3).

The case study of South Sudan can shed light on INGOs’ hesitance to take a systematic look on such capacities (Quack and Südhoff 2020), while in other contexts they might rather lack the scope to expand capacities and engagement (Hövelmann 2020a). Moreover, only few organisations have taken the lead and initiated external assessments like Deutsche Welthungerhilfe or the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) evaluation of the UN World Food Programme (Delgado et al. 2019) with mixed results.

At the same time, the following CHA survey results (chapter 3) underline that a majority of practitioners prefer their employers to engage in a Triple Nexus context, and that 51% of the respondents view it positively and consider it a ‘chance’ or a ‘vision’. This makes it even more important to ensure aid organisations position themselves based on transparent criteria and options, and to base related debates on a common understanding of terms and concepts.
Working Definitions

As the key terms of the Triple Nexus discussions are vague, some working definitions are useful for further analysis:

**Triple Nexus**
Triple Nexus refers to “the interlinkages between humanitarian, development and peace actions” (OECD 2019).

**Peace and Peacebuilding**
In this report, peace refers to a complex, long-term and multi-layered process of decreasing violence and increasing justice. Peacebuilding can be seen as an inclusive endeavour, aiming at improving relations between societal groups and decreasing violence. It includes work on structural contradictions and constructive changes in attitudes (Birkenbach 2012).

**Security**
Security is defined in this study as a concept for the defence against threats. The nature and dimensions of threats are defined by each actor individually, possibly together with allies. Security defined by a government mostly includes the protection of citizens, sovereignty, and territorial integrity (also of allies), as well as the national economy. Security or stabilisation approaches tend to defend some groups against specific threats, while potentially excluding others (Birkenbach 2012).

**Stabilisation**
Stabilisation is a process that – via a political strategy – combines civilian, police and military means, and aims at quickly reducing violence, improving living conditions, and creating the preconditions for development and peace. Stabilisation practice has at times been criticised for strengthening authoritarian governments (Reder, Schneider, and Schroeder 2017).
Reasons that hinder effective LRRD programming (N=101; multiple answers possible)

Perception of the ability of the organisation to connect development and humanitarian action in its current programming by professional background of the respondent (N=87)

Mainstreaming of Do No Harm approaches in projects of respondents’ organisation (N=101)
3. Survey Results: Perceptions of Aid Actors on the Triple Nexus

The Triple Nexus debate is currently shaped largely by perceptions, as the operationalisation and roll-out in practice are slowly emerging. Therefore, within the scope of this research project, a survey was conducted, which aimed to collect perceptions from aid actors from development cooperation, humanitarian action and peacebuilding. A total of 101 development, humanitarian or peace professionals participated in the survey. However, due to the small number of participants, the results can only be considered as indicating tendencies of collected individual views and opinions and cannot be generalised nor are they statistically representative. Further details on the methodology or on the background of the respondents can be found in the annex.

Perception of Dual Nexus, Mainstreaming Do No Harm and Integration of Conflict Analyses

Many multi-mandated organisations have been practicing a Dual Nexus of connecting humanitarian and development work for a long time. Therefore, we asked respondents how they view the Dual Nexus, performance of LRRD, as well as mainstreaming Do No Harm and integration of conflict analysis that form the basis of any additional component in a Triple Nexus setting.

Two-thirds (67%) of the respondents indicate that they think their organisation is performing “well” or “very well” in connecting humanitarian and development approaches. Only 25% think their organisation is “poorly” connecting development and humanitarian action in their current programming (see graph 2). While the majority of both respondents with a “rather development” (61%) and a “rather humanitarian” (59%) background perceived their organisations’ performance on Dual Nexus as “well”, interestingly, those with a rather humanitarian background were slightly less optimistic regarding the performance of their organisation on the Dual Nexus (see graph 1 and 2). On the performance of Do No Harm, respondents were even more positive than on the Dual Nexus. 84% perceive the mainstreaming of the Do No Harm approach as “well” or “very well” in their organisations’ projects (see graph 3).

However, interestingly, the perception of the integration of conflict analysis is less positive: Almost half of the respondents (44%) think that conflict analysis is “weakly” or “very weakly” integrated into their organisations’ programming.

Overall, findings indicate that most respondents are satisfied with the performance of their organisation in the context of previous Dual Nexus efforts (about better connecting development and humanitarian work only), and are convinced that Do No Harm approaches are well mainstreamed into projects. However, in particular with respect to the new peace leg of the Nexus, substantial room for improvement on conflict analyses and conflict related capacities can be deduced from the answers.

Almost half of the respondents (44%) think that conflict analysis is “weakly” or “very weakly” integrated into their organisations’ programming.
Perception of the Triple Nexus Debate (N=101)

Graph 4

Perception of Triple Nexus Debate by organisation type (N=98)

Graph 5

Challenges to the implementation of the Triple Nexus (N=101, multiple answers possible)

Graph 6

- Unclarity what it means in practice: 70%
- Increasing coordination needs among different stakeholders: 48%
- Threat to impartial and neutral humanitarian assistance: 43%
- Becoming part of problematic government responses: 40%
- Creating too much complexity: 35%
- Risk of diverting funds away from those most in need: 22%
- Slowing down immediate relief activities: 22%
- Other: 12%
Perceptions on Triple Nexus Debate

Findings from the survey indicate that respondents view the Triple Nexus as a rather top-down approach. When asked to evaluate the current Triple Nexus debate, a majority of 51% of respondents see it as a “chance” or a “vision”, while 34% consider it as the next buzzword (see graph 4). Only 11% evaluate it as a “threat” or an “overload”. However, matching these answers with explanations provided in the corresponding open question shows that respondents who view the Triple Nexus positively remain cautious if obstacles to realising it will be overcome.

Interestingly, findings indicate that those who stated to be “rather development” professionals tend to be more optimistic about the Triple Nexus debate seeing it as a “chance” or “vision” compared to who considered themselves “rather humanitarian” professionals, who more often see it as a “threat”, “overload” or “buzzword” (see graph 5). At the same time, respondents indicated in the corresponding open questions that they see the policy being rather discussed within the humanitarian sectors than the development or peace sectors.

A slight majority of participants (46%) do not perceive their organisation as under pressure to implement a Triple Nexus, compared to 39% who do see their organisation as under pressure. When prompted to indicate where it is stemming from, the majority of those respondents who stated that they feel pressure (n=39), see donors as the origin for that (25,64%).
Risk of the Triple Nexus compromising the humanitarian principles by professional background (N=98)

Risk of the Triple Nexus compromising the humanitarian principles by organisation types (N=89)

Should your organisation expand its engagement in peace efforts in future programming? By organisation type (N=89)

Preparedness of the respondents' organisation to engage in the Triple Nexus (positive vs. negative) (N=101)
Perceptions on the Implementation of the Triple Nexus

Overall, 54% of the respondents viewed their organisation’s preparedness to engage with the Triple Nexus as negative (either “poor” or “not well at all”), while only 40% saw it as positive (see graph 10). This more critical view is confirmed by the finding that the majority of survey participants (45%) indicated that their organisation has made “no changes” to enable a Triple Nexus approach. If at all, programming guidance was developed, as mentioned by 38 respondents. In addition, the majority of respondents (60%) stated that their organisation has no specific staff dedicated to the Triple Nexus.

When asked to specify the challenges to the implementation of the Triple Nexus, by far most respondents (69% of the overall respondents) indicated that they see an unclarity in what the Triple Nexus means in practice as one of the most common challenges. However, “increasing coordination needs among different stakeholders” (48%), a perceived “threat to impartial and neutral humanitarian assistance” (43%), the fear of “becoming part of problematic government responses” (40%) and the perception that the implementation of the Triple Nexus is “creating too much complexity” (35%) were also frequently indicated by the survey participants (see graph 6).

Perceptions of the Risk to Humanitarian Principles

Answers of respondents are split whether they regard it as “likely” (46%) or “unlikely” (45%) that the Triple Nexus poses a risk to compromise the humanitarian principles (see graph 7). However, when integrating the organisation types, the picture becomes more detailed: The more multi-mandated the organisation type of the respondents, the less likely do the respondents consider the risk that the Triple Nexus might compromise humanitarian principles (see graph 8). This view is supported when looking into the professional background of the respondents: 63% of the respondents with a “rather humanitarian” background consider it “likely” or “very likely” that the humanitarian principles might be compromised by the Triple Nexus, whereas 64% of the respondents with a professional background “rather in development” consider it unlikely or very unlikely (see graph 7).

Two thirds (66%) think that it is “likely” or “very likely” that the Triple Nexus blends concepts and goals of peacebuilding with concepts of security, counter-terrorism and stabilisation. At the same time, despite a blurring of security, counterterrorism and stabilisation concepts being identified as likely by most survey participants (66%), the same portion of respondents (66%) indicates that engaging in Triple Nexus activities did not lead to a reassessment of civil-military cooperation guidelines within their organisation.
Half of the survey participants (49%) think that their organisation should expand its engagement in peace efforts in future programming (see graph 9). This picture becomes more textured if including the organisation type: A narrow majority of respondents working in purely humanitarian organisations (53%) think that their organisation should not engage more in peace effort in future programming. Only a third of this respondent group (29%) think that their organisation should do so. Answers of respondents working in humanitarian-development organisations are more divided, with 45% in favour and 35% against expanding the engagement in peace efforts in the future programming of their organisations. For respondents working for organisations active in all three areas of humanitarian action, development and peacebuilding the picture is very clear: More than three quarters (76%) say that their organisation should expand their engagement in peace efforts in future programming. Hence, this data shows a tendency that the more integrative the type of organisation for whom respondents are working is, the more positive respondents are towards a boosted engagement of their organisation in peace efforts in their future programming.

When adding the professional background as an additional layer here, it becomes clear that respondents with a “rather humanitarian” background are more divided with 46% indicating that yes, their organisation should become more engaged in peace efforts in their future programming and 43% saying that no, their organisation should not do so. Respondents with a professional background in “rather development” are more supportive, with 53% saying yes, their organisations should expand its engagement in peace efforts in future programming. However, nearly one third (32%) also indicate that they “do not know” what the right direction would be.
4. Triple Nexus: Options for Multi-Mandated Organisations

The outlined survey provides interesting indications why guidance is needed on the Triple Nexus, and on the potential way forward for multi-mandated organisations who wish to engage in it. 46% of the respondents perceive the humanitarian principles at risk due to the Triple Nexus approach. However, when judging on it overall, only 11% of respondents see it as a “threat” or an “overload”, while 51% consider it a “chance” or a “vision”. Correspondingly, a majority of respondents (49%) encourage their employer to expand efforts in the peace arena.

At the same time, when looking at organisational capacities, the picture is nuanced: Conventional Dual Nexus approaches and Do No Harm mainstreaming as a baseline are perceived as well implemented in multi-mandated organisation. However, respondents regard the integration of conflict analysis and sensitivity with substantial room for improvement, as the country case studies have also confirmed (see for example Quack and Südhoff (2020)), while especially relevant when working in fragile settings and on the peace leg of the Triple Nexus. Accordingly, a majority of respondents (54%) perceive their employers’ preparedness to engage in the Triple Nexus negatively. 70% of respondents see limited knowledge about what it might mean in practice as the most important challenge to implement it.

Thus, in a context of a highly complex and abstract Triple Nexus debate, with limited practical experience and research as a point of reference, organisations with often limited capacities have to take a position. The Triple Nexus approach will be “with us for years, if we like it or not”, as an interviewee put it. In light of the respective dilemmas for aid organisations to position themselves, this research will outline three relevant spaces for a practice-oriented Triple Nexus analysis and three options for aid organisations’ future Triple Nexus strategies.
CHAvocado Model

NGOs internal organisational and programme instruments

Civil space with NGOs, local government and private sector

Macro space with national government / UN / military
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Spaces – the CHAvocado Model

Three spaces of the Triple Nexus can be identified for organisations to look into. These spaces start at the core of the CHAvocado model (see graph 11): the structures and processes within an organisation. The next layer is comprised of a civil space with actors such as local and international NGOs. The outer layer of the CHAvocado combines international actors and forums, with for example UN and military actors bringing potentially different challenges into this space:

- **Internal space:**
  organisational structures, capacities, programmes and other organisational issues;

- **Civil space:**
  community-based organisations and NGOs / local government / local private sector;

- **Macro space:**
  national government / UN / military.

The exact delimitation of the three spaces is clearly context-specific; however, particularly for the distinction of a potentially less sensitive, less contested civil space and a potentially controversial and militarised arena, it can be helpful to analytically distinguish these three spaces.

Concerning the internal space, organisations have both the greatest scope of action and the greatest responsibility compared to the other two spaces. The responsibility would include ensuring coherent internal approaches, for example concerning Dual Nexus approaches as a baseline, concerning conflict analysis and conflict-sensitive programming as well as Do No Harm as a streamlined tool and with respect to partnership approaches or Human Resources (HR) capacities and policies.

In the civil space, organisations will have less direct impact while seizing additional opportunities thanks to working in partnerships. Actors in the civil space would again be context-specific but in many cases encompass local and international NGO partners, community leaders or private enterprises when these can act independently from overarching politicised agendas.

For example, in various local contexts, organisations might identify opportunities to work on the community level in conflict transformation projects by cooperating with community-based organisations, or to join forces with NGOs bringing in peacebuilding know-how and respective local field experience.
A Civil Nexus could be an interesting approach for multi-mandated organisations to engage in Triple Nexus activities.

The civil space could allow organisations to engage in the area of a Civil Nexus. This could potentially enable them to engage in a less controversial space and enact less challenging approaches, for example with respect to principled humanitarian action and their reputation as a needs-based actor. A Civil Nexus approach can make the civil space an interesting area for multi-mandated organisations to engage with Triple Nexus activities, even in contexts where further engagement with UN processes and military actors - the macro space - is inadvisable.

In this final space, the macro space, actors such as national governments, UN agencies, the military and related forums can be identified. In this space, further considerations and potential sensitivities for humanitarian action need to be taken into account. These actors might be, more frequently than civil ones, perceived as parties to the conflict, as following other political agendas, or mixing peacebuilding with security or migration deterrence issues.

At the same time, using a global model of analysis will always come with grey areas: In some contexts, partnering with INGOs might be associated with controversial government agendas; local NGOs might be considered as party to the conflict due to ethnic backgrounds of staff, or private companies might have strong links to controversial government actors. On the other hand, UN actors might be perceived as more neutral and impartial partners in some contexts. However, if carefully adapted, it is advisable to distinguish the outlined three areas of an internal, a civil and a macro space, and to develop options on this basis.

Building on this assumption, three options for an organisation on how to engage in the Triple Nexus can be set out: a core engagement, a proactive engagement and a criteria-based local approach.
Options for Multi-Mandated Organisations

As CHA research including the outlined survey indicated, aid organisations consider the Triple Nexus as either a chance or at least a pressing policy issue that demands their attention. Interviews as well as survey results underline a significant interest in Triple Nexus engagements, even by aid practitioners, who do not consider their employer as well-prepared but rather project a strategic shift into the peace arena.

As agencies cannot build on common understandings of the approach, and as challenges and opportunities strongly vary from context to context, an often-heard phrase in this debate states that organisational approaches will depend on local contexts.

Yet, it is doubtful that this provides sufficient answers and guidance for the way forward in the Triple Nexus arena. The cross cutting character of the highlighted Triple Nexus challenges touch on core structures, procedures, capacities and mandates within organisations in a way which will not allow to handle this as a decentralised issue only.

Taking these decisions on each local level of an INGO, for example, could also risk making personal preferences and backgrounds of local leadership the decisive criteria for the way forward in an area where decisions in one region of the world can heavily impact the standing of the same organisation elsewhere. This would be a risky and not very strategic approach, given substantially sensitive issues involved, for example with respect to diverging mandates and cultures in areas such as impartial humanitarian action versus more political development and peace-related programmes.

Because of this, aid agencies positioning themselves in this field have to find a challenging balance between local ownership and required global strategies for an overall approach. In this light, a corporate decision is needed on the way forward, and this research has identified three options for multi-mandated organisations in this regard.
CORE APPROACH

- Ensure strategic, flexible LRRD
- Expanded conflict sensitivity
- Ensure comprehensive localisation approach
- Establish distinct division of labour between HQ and Cos; Emergency and Development Unit
- Focus on established programmes
- Establish partnerships on conflict analysis / risk analysis
- Identify local civil (NGO) partners working on traditional approaches + peace component for limited cooperation
- Engage in forms for advocacy objectives + information sharing
- Develop red lines for information sharing and funding possibly compromising principles
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Core Approach

A core approach would, first of all, mean to work on internal organisational issues, which are at the core of any of the selected Triple Nexus approaches. It is essential that these be handled internally, even independently from any Triple Nexus engagement, according to this analysis.

Areas of concern are, for example, to ensure a strategic and flexible LRRD approach as a baseline for peace work; to recheck if comprehensive conflict analysis capacities are in place; if a streamlined conflict sensitivity approach has been established, or whether a strategic local partnership approach is in place.

Following a core approach, peace and conflict engagement on a limited scale with civil space partners would nevertheless be possible, if these could be linked to pre-existing programmes and focus on peace issues in a broader sense, such as social cohesion, mitigating resource conflicts and economic opportunities.

Beyond the civil space, organisations would focus their engagement following a core approach in Triple Nexus forums and processes on advocacy purposes only; they would share very limited information with security actors and turn down funding options with ambivalent political agendas, which could potentially undermine a needs-based approach or other humanitarian principles.

This approach could safeguard the humanitarian actor from potentially tapping into politically sensitive and grey areas of the CHAvocado. It could be considered a strong reputational asset and help ensure the security of staff. It would provide room for outspoken advocacy engagement, including advocacy on the challenges of the Triple Nexus process.

On the other hand, organisations might be cut off from crucial donor processes and related information, limit themselves by not substantially engaging in peace matters, and potentially lose out on major public funding lines that could enable their work. Due to vested donor interests in the Triple Nexus, a core approach could also question organisations’ status in case they are a rather government-liaised, publicly-funded and politically-cautious organisation.
PROACTIVE APPROACH

See Core plus

• Establish internal peace capacity + coordination unit

• Develop peace strategy + global guideline

See Core plus

• Identify broad range of local, civil partners (NGO, local gov., enterprises) for peace programmes

• Invest in strategic local + global civil peace partnerships

See Core plus

• Position organisation as peace actor in all relevant forums

• Coordinate peace engagement with national gov./military/UN actors

• Define red lines of cooperation (e.g. military training + support)

• Fundraise comprehensively + diversify donor basis internationally
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Proactive Approach

Following a proactive, Triple Nexus-embracing approach would require looking into the previously outlined internal issues as a prerequisite for organisations work overall, as these provide the core capabilities to work in today’s conflict-driven and fragile contexts.

Engaging in a strategic Triple Nexus approach would, however, mean to additionally establish internal peacebuilding and coordination capacities and to develop a peacebuilding strategy and global guidelines. It would mean to establish new partnerships on a global and local scale and to potentially change the profile and perception vis-à-vis operational partners and donors.

While establishing internal peacebuilding capacities at some scale would be crucial, a strategic engagement in the Triple Nexus area would not necessarily mean having to turn organisations into a full-fledged triple mandate organisation. While organisations might establish basic internal peacebuilding know-how and coordination capacities, in case they have a lack of experience in this regard, peace partnerships could be crucial for conflict analysis and peace programme implementation.

Following a proactive approach, organisations would position themselves within the UN and military arena as an important peace actor in all relevant fora, coordinating its peace engagement with all relevant actors (national governments, UN missions and military actors), based on red lines such as clear rules for civil-military coordination while fundraising in a comprehensive way.

The proactive global approach would allow organisations to potentially diversify their donor bases, expand their reach to people in need and to potentially tackle root causes of today’s emergencies and conflicts at a greater scale. Organisations would intervene and engage in all relevant discussions and access to crucial information streams on both the donor and the military sides.

However, a proactive Triple Nexus engagement can lead to a trade-off between humanitarian principles and needs-based approaches, the subordination to dominant national governments and their political agendas, or an association with UN actors when considered party to the conflict. In turn, those factors can damage the organisation’s reputation, pose security risks to staff and partner organisations, and jeopardise access to populations in need. Particularly, the Mali case study (Steinke 2021) has underlined the risks that might come when applying a global Triple Nexus approach without taking local conditions and their entanglements to regional and international figurations into account.
LOCAL APPROACH

**See Core plus**

- Agree globally on local criteria for engagement
- Develop decentralized capacities for local engagement where appropriate

**See Core plus**

- Where appropriate, identify broad range of local, civil partners (NGO, local gov., enterprises) for peace programmes

**See Core plus**

- Where appropriate, position organisation as peace actor in all relevant forums
- Where appropriate, coordinate peace engagement with national gov./military/UN actors
- Define red lines of cooperation (e.g. military training + support)
- Where appropriate, fundraise comprehensively + diversify donor basis internationally
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Criteria-Based Local Approach

Research on the Triple Nexus in practice, including the three country studies conducted for this research project (cf. Hövelmann 2020a; Quack and Südhoff 2020; Steinke 2021), underline the degree to which Triple Nexus settings vary from context to context, for example in Mali and South Sudan. Therefore, it could be a comprehensible choice to agree on a case-by-case basis on an organisation’s approach thoroughly based on the assessments of in-country staff, especially in decentralised organisations.

However, as the Triple Nexus is a cross-cutting topic, crucial to all kinds of strategic and programmatic approaches, organisations need to position themselves in one strategic way or the other. Any decision will come with substantial repercussions beyond any given local context. Following a purely decentralised approach might, therefore, result in an erratic approach, based on local preferences linked to staff’s individual experiences and backgrounds.

In this light, as well as to bridge the outlined tensions of a globally directed approach versus a fully localised decision-making process, a third option would be to follow a local approach based on globally agreed criteria.

This would require working on the core issues, as required in any case, while agreeing on a participatory process to define said criteria for potential local Triple Nexus engagements.
Based on CHA’s research, we suggest that a preliminary set of criteria should be amended and discussed in a participatory way while covering key issues such as:

- Is the Triple Nexus approach locally perceived as a helpful, needs-based and integrative approach?

- Can the peace component of the Triple Nexus be clearly distinguished from a securitised agenda?

- Is the risk of compromising humanitarian principles and the organisations’ reputation limited?

- What is the existing know-how, and where are capacity gaps on LRRD and conflict sensitivity in the given country, and are adequate HR in place?

- Do organisations have or see a potential to establish essential local partnerships on conflict analyses?

- Do organisations have peace-related programme approaches already in place?

- Do these follow a positive understanding of peace in a locally appropriate way?

- Do organisations see local potential to establish essential partnerships in peacebuilding programmes?

Looking into a final set of questions to be defined internally could mean to follow the model below when analysing local contexts based on globally agreed criteria. Moving from one step to the other would require that most of the criteria of the previous step would be fulfilled (see graph 15).

These approaches and the related impacts can be summarised in the ‘CHAvocado Matrix: Options for a Triple Nexus Approach’. The latter combines these three options while adding two further dimensions:

First of all, the further organisations move from the core of the CHAvocado to a proactive approach, and to related peace engagements in a more narrow sense (peacebuilding, conflict transformation, reconciliation), the more comprehensive organisational change will be required (see graph 16 in CHAvocado matrix).

A core approach will focus on the baseline of most actors’ work and streamline key issues such as a conflict-sensitive approach, even when working in conflict only versus on conflict. However, a locally or globally more engaged approach will require peace-related capacities and partnerships, engagement in Triple Nexus related fora, different advocacy measures et cetera.
Moreover, the dimension of peace engagement and the related peace definition provide another relevant angle mirrored in the matrix ‘peace avocado’. The more agencies engage proactively in the Triple Nexus, the more their efforts will become part of the core of peace work (reconciliation, conflict transformation).

Vice versa, if agencies engage in their ‘peace work’ following a much broader definition of peace, such engagements are often covered by pre-existing programmes on social cohesion, education, economic opportunities and can be managed within a core approach and more limited organisational change.

This paper does not recommend following any specific option, as decisions need to follow organisations’ characteristics and a participatory process. However, pros and cons of all three options can be identified and are shared in graph 16.
CORE
- Ensure strategic, flexible LRRD
- Expanded conflict sensitivity
- Ensure comprehensive localisation approach
- Establish distinct division of labour between HQ and Cos; Emergency and Development Unit
- Focus on established programmes

LOCAL
- Agree globally on local criteria for engagement
- Develop decentralized capacities for local engagement where appropriate

PROACTIVE
- Establish internal peace capacity + coordination unit
- Develop peace strategy + global guideline

See Core plus

Where appropriate, identify broad range of local, civil partners (NGO, local gov., enterprises) for peace programmes
- Invest in strategic local + global civil peace partnerships

See Core plus
- Position organisation as peace actor in all relevant forums
- Coordinate peace engagement with national gov./ military/ UN actors
- Define red lines of cooperation (e.g. military training + support)
- Fundraise comprehensively + diversify donor basis internationally

See Core plus
- Where appropriate, position organisation as peace actor in all relevant forums
- Coordinate peace engagement with national gov./ military/ UN actors
- Define red lines of cooperation (e.g. military training + support)
- Where appropriate, fundraise comprehensively + diversify donor basis internationally

See Core plus
- Where appropriate, identify broad range of local, civil partners (NGO, local gov., enterprises) for peace programmes
- Where appropriate, establish partnerships on conflict analysis / risk analysis
- Identify local civil (NGO) partners working on traditional approaches + peace component for limited cooperation
- Establish partnerships on conflict analysis / risk analysis
- Engage in forms for advocacy objectives + information sharing
- Develop red lines for information sharing and funding possibly compromising principles

CHAvocado Matrix: Triple Nexus Frameworks and Organisational Options

Dual Nexus
- Within organisation
- Civil Space
- UN, National Government, Military Context

Growing action space

Graph 16

Organisational change

Peace approach

Peace building, conflict transformation

Education, economic opportunity, youth employment

Social cohesion, resource conflict

Organisational change
The CHAvocado Matrix – Country Examples

In concrete terms, based on the indicated CHA case studies, for example the outlined pros and cons and the criteria highlighted above could result in very different Triple Nexus engagements of an organisation in settings like Mali, South Sudan and Pakistan based on agreed criteria for a local approach.

In the contested Triple Nexus arena of Mali for example, a core approach might be advisable if an organisation has opted for a criteria-based local approach. With the given politicisation of the Triple Nexus, a mixed peace and security agenda of external actors, with humanitarian principles at risk and limited peace and partnership capacities in place, an engagement beyond a core approach is not recommendable in the Mali Nexus context (Steinke 2021).

A core approach would not rule out engaging in some civil space projects on the community level, yet it would remain the most extensive form of peace engagement on the country-level. If this was the chosen option, it would still require further action on the country level to evaluate essential issues such as conflict analysis as a transversal axis in projects; to ensure systematic conflict sensitivity, and to strategically check on terms of LRRD approaches and organisations’ future engagement in the humanitarian arena; to agree on future readiness to take risks and to manage risk transfers by providing partners with the necessary knowledge and assets to implement in conflict.

In South Sudan, local conditions make a proactive, strategic engagement with the Triple Nexus a realistic option, going well beyond the civil space and potentially turning organisations into a Triple Nexus actor in the country (cf. Quack and Südhoff 2020). This is due to the more positive or neutral perception of the Triple Nexus on the local level; due to local actors welcoming a broader external engagement while perceiving military actors like the UN mission UNMISS as fairly neutral and crucial protection actors.

However, this would require organisation to not only invest in the outlined basic issues, but also to develop decentralised capacities for engagement, to identify a range of local partners in the peace and conflict analysis arena, to position organisations as a peace actor in relevant fora and to coordinate its peace engagement with relevant actors while fundraising accordingly.

In Pakistan, the Triple Nexus is not as much at the forefront as the restricted and militarised context. This makes working on conflict issues a very sensitive endeavour. Based on a locally flexible Triple Nexus strategy, a core approach might be advisable: The example of the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) demonstrates that there is a great danger of the state instrumentalising the Triple Nexus for other purposes, threatening NGOs to become “service providers” of a governmental trajectory. Yet, outside of a state-led Triple Nexus, there is some room in the civil space to work more on drivers of instability (cf. Hövelmann 2020a).
### Core Approach
- Opportunity for active advocacy engagement on Triple Nexus
- Strong reputational asset for safeguarding humanitarian principles
- Staff security is backed in sensitive locations by limited engagement in controversial areas
- Opportunity to engage in “Civil Nexus” remains an option

### Pros
- Opportunity to establish new partnerships on local and global levels
- Opportunity to expand organisation’s profile and mandate
- Option to position organisation within the macro space (with UN and military actors) and coordinate its peace engagement with relevant actors
- Option to maximise programme reach and to work on root causes of conflict and drivers of humanitarian needs
- Opportunity to maximise reach of people in need by expanded and diversified funding basis

### Cons
- Potentially limited involvement in crucial Triple Nexus / donor processes and related information
- Limited scope to engage in conflict matters while at the same time a major cause of hunger and poverty
- Limited funding opportunities, potentially undermining reach of people in need
- Might require fundamental reorientation if organisation is a rather government-liaised, public-funded and politically cautious organisation

### Proactive Approach
- Opportunity to establish new partnerships on local and global levels
- Opportunity to expand organisation’s profile and mandate
- Option to position organisation within the macro space (with UN and military actors) and coordinate its peace engagement with relevant actors
- Option to maximise programme reach and to work on root causes of conflict and drivers of humanitarian needs
- Opportunity to maximise reach of people in need by expanded and diversified funding basis

### Cons
- Potential trade-off of humanitarian principles and needs-based approaches
- Potential subordination to dominant national governments and supranational organisations and their political agendas (if the peace component rather becomes a security component)
- Potential loss of a clear core of the organisations, turning into a “jack-of-all-trades”
- Potential association with UN or state actors considered as party to a conflict
- Potential damage to reputation as neutral humanitarian actor may pose further security risks to staff and partner organisations, jeopardise access to populations in need

### Criteria-Based Local Approach
- Providing programmatic flexibility for locally diverse settings
- Potential reputational asset due to transparent, criteria-based approach
- Opportunity to initiate a participatory corporate process on Triple Nexus approach and related criteria
- Opportunity to integrate local staff in decision-making, potentially resulting in improved inner-organisational coherence
- Avoiding a purely decentralised, erratic approach by agreed criteria
- Opportunity to follow flexible funding approaches
- Potential to make use of the advantages of a proactive approach, where appropriate, while avoiding the disadvantages in difficult contexts

### Cons
- Complex approach requiring case by case analyses and approaches
- Complex internal communication and participatory processes needed
- Risk of reputational spill over beyond locally-non-sensitive context
- Potentially limited fundraising and cooperation opportunities to work on Triple Nexus challenges.
5. Conclusion

As outlined in this report, multi-mandated organisations need to take position in the Triple Nexus field, which is characterised by substantial incoherence and conflicting views about its concept, terms and practical impact. At the same time, the Triple Nexus is of substantial relevance to multi-mandated organisations, who are mandated to fight root causes of poverty and humanitarian needs. Besides, many multi-mandated organisations rely on large shares of institutional funding by donors promoting a Triple Nexus approach. To take a strategic decision on the way forward, aid agencies are advised to consider the three spaces identified by the CHAvocado model:

It is within the internal space that organisations have the greatest scope and the greatest responsibilities. The responsibility would cover to ensure a streamlined Dual Nexus approach as a baseline, an appropriate conflict analysis and conflict-sensitive approach, Do No Harm as a streamlined tool, decent partnership approaches as well as ensuring that HR capacities and policies are in place. This will be a requirement no matter whether agencies plan to work only in conflict or also on conflicts in future.

In the civil space, partnering actors would be context-specific while in many cases encompassing local and international NGO partners, community leaders or private enterprises, assumed that these can act independently. The civil space could allow organisations to engage in the area of a Civil Nexus. This could potentially enable agencies to get involved in a space linked to much less controversial issues and challenging approaches, for example with respect to principled humanitarian action and agencies’ reputation as a needs-based actor. A Civil Nexus can make the civil space an interesting, though limited area for multi-mandated organisations to engage with Triple Nexus activities.

Actors like national governments, UN missions, the military and related forums are assembled in the macro space. This space could open doors and leverage for more comprehensive impacts while at the same time more potential sensitivities for humanitarian action need to be taken into account, as these actors might be perceived more often than civil ones as parties to the conflict, following political agendas, or mixing peace work with security concepts.

Building on this space analysis, this research has set out three options for organisations on how to engage in the Triple Nexus: a core approach, a proactive approach, and a criteria-based local approach.
Building on this space analysis, this research has set out three options for organisations on how to engage in the Triple Nexus: a core approach, a proactive approach, and a criteria-based local approach.

1. A global “core approach”, limiting the engagement (if at all) to the civil space of the Triple Nexus or to a Civil Nexus approach. This would mean, if at all, to partner with NGOs, local communities and private sector actors, if eligible ones are present, while focussing only on advocacy engagement and coordination beyond this space; a core approach would in many cases first of all mean to work on the organisational internal issues outlined above. Substantial improvement of those issues might be essential, independent of any Triple Nexus engagement.

2. A global “proactive approach” by embracing the Triple Nexus in the civil space as well as in the spaces of UN processes, UN missions, military actors and national government policies. This could raise the organisation’s profile as a peace and conflict actor in policy as well as programmatic terms and expand an organisation’s leverage. However, it entails establishing new partnerships on a global and a local scale, including potentially sensitive ones concerning humanitarian principles such as neutrality and impartiality.

3. A criteria-based local approach, mirroring the diversity of local contexts, as analysed in the case studies of Mali, South Sudan and Pakistan, while ensuring decisions are taken based on corporately agreed criteria. It would go beyond a purely decentralised concept which might result in an erratic approach, based for example on staff’s individual experiences and backgrounds only. As an alternative, a set of potential criteria has been shared for profound and transparent decisions to be taken.

Given the cross-cutting nature of highly complex and sensitive Triple Nexus engagements, there is no easy way out for any organisation. All three options will come with substantial implications for an agency’s policies, donor strategies, future programmes, the political role it intends to play and its corporate strategies. For this, multi-mandated organisations are advised to decide in a participatory, strategic way on which direction they want to go in one of the most relevant and contested fields of aid agencies’ work today.
Endnotes

1 For further information on the methodology regarding the in-country research, please consult the country study publications.

2 In the continuum approach aid is progressive and linear: humanitarian assistance in the immediate aftermath of an emergency, followed by rehabilitation, and then development. The contiguum approach allows for humanitarian and development aid to work simultaneously.

3 Interview with government representative.

4 Interview with NGO representative.

5 BMZ representative at CHA event.

6 Interview with government representative.

7 We wholeheartedly thank all participants of the survey for their generous time as well as sharing their perceptions and views on the Triple Nexus in this survey.

8 Do No Harm is a conflict sensitivity tool used by many aid organisations to help understand the context in which they are working as well as how their interventions interact with that context (Anderson 1999).
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The survey was designed as a perception survey. This was deemed a suitable approach as the Triple Nexus is currently at a rather conceptual stage: Pilots to operationalise the approach are already being rolled-out but tangible results on operational performance and feasibility are still at an early stage, if assessed at all. Hence, the survey captures perceptions on the Triple Nexus among humanitarian, development and peace actors with a basis in Germany (50%) as well as staff in country offices (50%).

The questionnaire included a mix of closed and open questions. Where deemed appropriate, a four-item-Lickert-Scale design was chosen to supplement the qualitative data gained from open questions. However, in this publication format, qualitative questions will not be considered in greater detail. The 72 survey questions were grouped into eight categories, including (1) professional background of the respondent, (2) perceptions on Dual Nexus/ LRRD/ Do No Harm and conflict analysis, (3) perceptions on the Triple Nexus debate, (4) Triple Nexus in the respondents’ organisations, (5) perceptions on the peace leg of the Triple Nexus, (6) Triple Nexus and the humanitarian principles, (7) perceptions on localisation and the Triple Nexus and (8) closing. The first seven categories served as sections of this data analysis as well.

The survey was designed as a self-administered online survey using KoBo Toolbox, an open source survey tool specifically designed for humanitarian purposes and managed by OCHA and the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative. The survey was composed in English and pre-tested with twelve respondents. Based on comments from the pre-tests, the survey was edited and adjusted.

For data gathering, the majority of large (I)NGOs and UN agencies registered in Germany and working in one or more areas of humanitarian action, development cooperation or peacebuilding were invited to participate. For each organisation, four individuals were selected based on their proximity to Dual and Triple Nexus experiences, to whom an invitation to complete the online questionary was sent via email. These included officers in advocacy, programmes, safety & security and institutional fundraising.

Furthermore, to increase the response rate, participation was also promoted via the CHA Newsletter, the Twitter account and in other online communication.

Due to the design of the survey, a determination of an equal share of participation of all invited agencies are not possible. Because the target group was not directly addressed, an accurate response rate could not be calculated. Hence this survey cannot be considered as a representative account.

Data collection was carried out using the KoBo Toolbox online survey and took place between 15 August and 10 October 2020. Two reminders were sent out to increase the response rate. This led to a total of 101 complete responses (N=101). The data was cleaned and analysed using Excel Spreadsheets. Due to the lack of representativeness and the rather small number of respondents, correlation and regression analysis were not carried out. Hence, this survey can only be considered as indicating tendencies of collected individual views and opinions and cannot be generalised.
Limitations

As already mentioned above, due to the data collection design of the survey, findings and perceptions are only indicative and not statistically representative. Conclusions from findings of this survey to the general reality are not possible. Furthermore, also the small number of participants (N=101) did not allow for regression or correlation analysis, nor for an estimation of significance. All bivariate and univariate analysis are indicative only and just show tendencies among the specific group of respondents to this survey.

Perception surveys are very sensitive to recent experiences and may therefore disfavour long-term developments or changes that may be less present in the respondents’ mind.

A second limitation regards the unequal representation of the sectors humanitarian action, development cooperation and peacebuilding. Humanitarian and development practitioners were equally well represented among the respondents while peace actors were highly underrepresented. The perceptions and data are therefore strongly influenced by these first two groups. Unfortunately, weighing was no option to rectify this because the number of respondents from peace organisations was all too small (3 out of 101 respondents indicated they had a background in “rather peace”).
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